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In energy case use of nanoparticle increase a performance of
devices and reduce the cost of this. In special for fuel cells it is
possible reduce the cost with the nanotechnologies reducing the
platinum quantity for each cell. Increase the performance by the
decreasing the size of nanoparticles, with the optimization of the
chemical and electrical contact between the diffusion, layer,
catalytic layer and electrical electrodes besides a better way to
deposit these nanoparticles on the substrate. Platinum
nanoparticles are especially interesting in catalysis, as platinum
is one of the most important materials used in catalytic
techniques using hydrogen, oxygen and other gases. When
platinum is in form of nanoparticles, platinum has a
substantially higher effectiveness because of the increase
specific surface area. At sizes of 10 nm, 20% of platinum atom
directly interacts with the surroundings of the nanoparticles.
Some technical nanoparticle applications also use the
conductivity of nano platinum. Graham J. Hutchings et al [4]
explains that purity of nanoparticles from gold or platinum leads
to higher catalytic activity. However, removing ligands from
chemically synthesized metal nanoparticles involve efforts and
costs and is not completely realizable. There are many
techniques used to obtain nanoparticles and can be a simple [5]
to a more expensive and complicated process.
The plasma-assisted techniques are a interesting
methodology for nanoparticle deposition. The main advantage
is the low temperature observed in the afterglow plasmas
(cold-plasmas), characteristic of a low energy ion. The plasma
systems used in this work are a high-density hollow cathode and
a SLPS (surface layer plasma source), both obtain of a metallic
vapor by the filament sputtering, after the plasma ignition, the
deposition process consists of passing a flow of steam volatile
metal precursor on a support with high specific surface area.
The compound as vapor reacts chemically with the surface of
support to form the active species [6]. Through techniques, it is
possible to control the size and shape of nanoparticles.

Abstract— The use of nanoparticles is growing increasingly in
many sectors involving nanotechnology due to its properties that
change as they approach increasingly the nanoscale. Depending
on the final application control of the size and shape of these
nanoparticles is important so that it has improved and a good
contact area with the material of these nanoparticles for providing
a better product performance. In this work we purpose
application and a new method for obtaining platinum
nanoparticles for potential application in fuel cells. For this was
used deposition technique assisted by argon plasma. With the
variation of the process parameters it was possible to control of
nanoparticle size, shape, amount of material deposited and
distribution of nanoparticles on the substrate, so that when
applied in a fuel cell efficiency was close to the found
commercially, but with 70% less amount of material deposited.
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I. INTRODUCTION
New technologies are being developed nowadays for each
day more decreasing the size of nanoparticles an do reach better
performance using less material [1,2]. This occur because of
particles properties that changes with the size and shape. Thus,
when the nanoparticles sizes are small, the effect size and
surface are increasingly remarkable [3]. Particle shape also
changes, where approaching the nanometer scale. Know about
the nanoparticles properties is very important for targeting the
correct application of technology. The properties of many
conventional materials change when formed from
nanoparticles, because nanoparticles have a greater surface area
per weight than larger particles, which cause them to be more
reactive to some other molecules. Nanoparticles are used, or has
a possible use in many fields, like medicine, manufacturing,
green industry, energy generation and electronics devices.
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Was used a parallel plate plasma deposition equipment with
150 mm cupper electrode aluminum coated in a 3.5 liters of
Stanley steel chamber. We use a 13.56 MHz RF power and two
vacuum pumps, (booster and dry mechanical pump) constituted
the vacuum system. For comparison were used two platinum
systems for nanoparticles generation: one using hollow cathode
based in a coil assembled by wire platinum and another using a
SLPS based in a grid platinum assembled in an aluminum rim.
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We deposit the platinum nanoparticles on glass sample for
SEM and Xray analysis and on polymeric membrane (Nafion)
for electric tests.
Were used a SEM-FEG (Nova
nano-SEM400), for the analyses of the shape, distribution and
dimensions of the nanoparticles, the chemical analysis were
performed by Xray fluorescence using a Silicon Drift Detector
(Amptek). For membrane tests, we use a Parker standard stack
assembling. For the cell electrical test, we use pure 5.0 hydrogen
and pure 4.0 oxygen. Was utilized a mass flow controller meters
control of these gases flow. The voltage and current curves were
obtained by electrical measures using a Fluke measure system.

(B)
Figure 1: (A) schematic of chamber using a coil of platinum; (B) –schematic of
chamber using a grid of platinum.

III. EXPERIMENTAL
For deposition platinum nanoparticles we use the same
process parameters; time from 30 seconds to 15 minutes;
pressure from 6,6 Pa to 133 Pa,, RF power @ 13.56Mhz from
100 to 200 watts and argon gas flow 18 - 45 sccm. Firstly, we
use a coil platinum hollow cathode. The assembling of coil was
shows in Figure 1A. The second plasma process use a grid
platinum SLPS (Figure 1B). For better distribution of
nanoparticle, the sample was placed at 5 mm of distance of the
cold electrode and the SLP and hollow cathode.
For both processes were used glass sample firstly, in order to
compare the two systems deposition.
After all processes the samples were analyzed by SEM
microscope and x-ray fluorescence and both system deposition
were compared for definition how is better for fuel cell
application.
For electrical tests were used polymeric membranes prepared
by plasma technique which were deposited carbon and platinum
nanoparticles. After preparation, the membranes were hydrated
and activated by chemical bath with H2O2, H2SO4 and deionized
water. Resistors connected in parallel with the fuel cell
simulated the load.
After chemical bath, the cell was assembled on stack for
electrical test. The gases were connected to mass flow
controllers in series with a humidifier and the fuel cell. This way
when the gas passes through the humidifier, the deionized water
is dragged till the cell hydrating it.

IV. RESULTS
A. Deposition Results
The results show that the platinum grid was more efficient
than coil. This effect is because during the plasma process,
occurs two different kind of plasma inside of chamber: one is
general, hole the chamber and other more intense inside of
aluminum rim. This second plasma is called by hollow cathode
and is responsible for sputtering more particles from platinum
wire to the sample reaching more nanoparticle in less time of
process (Figure 2) Is possible note too, that the shape,
distribution and size of platinum nanoparticle was more
controlled by hollow cathode. Using the grid system is also
possible minimize the temperature effect over the sample, due
the time of process is smaller than coil system. Increasing the
time at 15 minutes, it is observed that the amount of platinum on
the sample increases, as expected, but when rearrange, note that
the particle were size greater than that achieved with 30-second
process. This was due to small particles getting together
forming a larger one (Figure 3). This occurs for both RF power
applied. Using a coil of platinum the amount of nanoparticles
deposited was very low, but the format and distribution, besides
the size keep the same.

Figure 2 : SEM images of Platinum nanoparticles – Left: produced by coil and
right: produced by grid. The parameters were: 100 W of RF power, 45 sccm of
argon gas, 30 seconds, and 66 Pa of pressure.

(A)
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with an aperture corresponding at useful area of membrane in 9
cm². The carbon layer was deposited in both sides. The
parameters of carbon deposition were, time 5 minutes, methane
pressure of 66 Pa, gas flow of 80 sccm and RF power of 200
watts. After deposited the carbon layer, the platinum grid was
assembled in the chamber and the nanoparticles were deposited
using the parameters descript on experimental section.
For membrane preparation, chemical-cleaning processes
were necessary in order to activate the cell. Bath in a hydrogen
peroxide solution 3 vol at 80 °C for 1 hour, then three deionized
water baths were performed for three hours each at 80 °C and
then sulfuric acid bath also for one hour at 80 °C. Finally more
three baths in deionized water for one hour each at 80 °C.
With the membrane cleaning process completed, the fuel cell
was assembled in a half-cell experimental and was measured the
voltage (Figure 5) and current (Figure 6). The performance test
showed good results when applied a load, however the
efficiency under load was limited due to the thickness of carbon
layer deposited on the Nafion membrane, which does not allow
correct gas diffusion between the nanoparticles and
consequently more limited performance results.

Figure 3: SEM image of platinum nanoparticles aggregate.

X-ray fluorescence technique was performed in order to
evaluate the possible contamination over the sample which is a
problem for fuel cell performance. The results of analysis
(Figure 4) had shown only platinum picks ruling out this
possibility.
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Figure 4: X-ray fluorescence analysis showing the platinum obtained by plasma
technique using platinum grid.

B. Application on Fuel Cell
When think about fuel cell, the useful area is very important,
so the nanoparticles should be deposited in all useful area in
order to better the performance of device. Using the platinum
coil process, the platinum nanoparticles are deposited in the
middle of sample. Apart from that, the nanoparticles are bonded
hindering gas diffusion between them. Thus, many
nanoparticles are obsolete and can be considered a waste
material and then, this process is not recommended.
When the particles are deposited by system with platinum
grid, these particles are distributed more linearly over the
sample and can fill an area of 9 mm² with only 5 seconds of
process. This linearly and homogeneity ensures a better
diffusion of fuel gas between the nanoparticles, resulting in less
material used to obtain the same performance, taking into
consideration the other factors are appropriate.
For better performance on fuel cell is important that the
homogeny distribution of nanoparticle over the sample and
based on results, the better condition was using platinum grid. In
that, condition occurs deposition of the nanoparticles in all area
of sample, while using a platinum coil the corners of sample
were not recovered with nanoparticles. Thinking about that, we
performer electrical tests using polymeric membrane recovered
with carbon and platinum nanoparticle by plasma technique.
First a carbon deposition by methane plasma directly on
polymeric membrane. In this step was used an aluminum mold
https://doi.org/10.17758/URUAE3.UL0918106
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Figure 5: Graphic of voltage after load applied for one cell.
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Figure 6: Graphic of current after load applied for one cell.

For the reverse voltage (electrical test without load), the
value was reached of 1.28 volts, and the expected voltage was
1.48 volts. This is a good result, thinking about the carbon
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thickness and the amount of platinum nanoparticles deposited is
very low in comparison with commercial fuel cells (70% less).
Some factors beyond of carbon layer thickness used
corroborated with low cell performance compared to a
commercial fuel cell. As this study we evaluated the possibility
of nanoparticles application, the gas flow control as well as
humidification were not satisfactory to achieve maximum
performance. Due to no correct control of humidity, the water
concentration inside of membrane pores was very high and then
the channels were clogged not allowing the gas flow. When the
channels were free again, the flow gas passed easily increasing
the current to approximately 0.8 ampere but the gas drag water
again clogging the channel and decreasing the efficiency of cell.
V. CONCLUSION
The results obtained showed that the combination of pressure
and adequate power is possible to control the size and shape of
the nanoparticles while in addition the time influences the
amount of deposited nanoparticles. Thus, one can obtain
nanoparticles with sizes from 10 to 300 nm and well defined
shapes arranged linearly allowing an increase in performance
when considering application in fuel cells due to a better
interaction of the gas with the catalyst – platinum. The results
shown that using devices with better control of gas flow,
humidification of the cell and temperature control can be
achieved even higher performance, indicating the process the
plasma as a good alternative to produce platinum nanoparticles
for fuel cells.
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